I present the theory and numerical results for interferometrically extrapolating 3D marine surface seismic profiling (SSP) data. For the extrapolation of SSP data I use the combination of a natural Green's function and a model-based Green's function for the water-layer model. Synthetic results show that the SSP data with no receivers at the near offsets can be accurately extrapolated to fill the near offsets with virtual receivers. To enhance the accuracy of the virtual traces, more than one shot gather is used to generate the same virtual trace and then these traces are stacked together. The drawbacks to this method are (1) that Green's function is only partly recovered and (2) some artifacts are not removed from the final virtual shot gather, a filter may be required
In Equations 1 and 2; G O (x|B) is the model-based Green's function for a water layer model, G(x|A) is the Green's function for the actual earth model, S is the integration boundary just below the water surface. The integration along the free surface vanishes because both Green's functions are zero there. The contributions from the vertical boundaries at infinity to the left and to the right will be ignored. Here, A, B, and x are just below the free surface, however, A is higher than B which is higher than x.
The reciprocity equation of correlation type after far-field approximation is given by 
Conventional Technique: Use only One Shot Gather

Results of this technique
show accepted virtual traces with some artifacts only for simple velocity models, however for complex velocity models virtual traces show many artifacts .
Proposed Technique: Use all available shot gathers
To get a virtual trace we follow a three steps procedure:
1. Get the virtual trace from the conventional technique (apply equation 1). 2. User other shot gather to get the same trace (apply equation 2). 3. Stack the results of steps 1 and 2.
Note: running step 1 will generate only one virtual trace while running step 2 will generate the same virtual trace many times from independent shot gathers. Stacking results of steps 1 and 2 will increase S/N ratio and reduce artifacts.
(1)
The reciprocity equation of correlation type after far-field approximation is modified to be 
Conclusions
An interferometric method for extrapolating marine SSP data is tested on synthetic traces generated from the SEG/EAGE velocity model. Results show that this method can kinematically extrapolate the traces to fill the gaps between source and receiver arrays. I used several shot gathers to generate the same virtual trace and stacked them together to increase the S/N ratio of the final virtual trace. Only the sea floor topography is required and a rough estimate of the sediment velocity is desired. The interpolated data can be used for migration, velocity analysis, tomography, and the multiples can also be used to illuminate much wider areas of the subsurface.
A disadvantage of this method is, artifacts still exist in the final virtual shot gather, removing these artifacts requires filtering. Hanafy et al. (2009) used a least-squares matching filter to remove artifacts from virtual traces, in that study traces were interpolated to decrease receiver offsets. Here, the matching filter could be obtained from the sourcereceiver pairs within the actual receiver array and applied to virtual traces at a distant offset. This implicitly assumes that the geology does not change too much beneath the recording array and the virtual array.
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3D Numerical Example
The 
3D Interferometric Extrapolation of SSP Marine Data Practical Point of View
Step 1 Conventional Technique Shot gather # 1
Step 2_1 Proposed Technique Shot gather # 2
Step 2_2 Proposed Technique Shot gather # 3
Repeat for all shot gathers 
